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The Boys 
in Berlin 
John Carroll Blue Streaks to 
play Charity Bowl in Germany 
Derek Diaz 
News Editor~-----
The next football game for the 
John Carroll University Blue 
Streaks will be an away game, a 
far away game. 
On May 28 the JCU football 
team will face the semi-profes-
sional Berlin Bears in Berlin, Ger-
many for a "Charity Bowl" to 
benefit the UNICEF Organization. 
perience for the team," DeCarlo 
said. "This is really what sports 
and John Carroll should be about, 
providing a well-rounded experi-
ence to students.·· 
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The Blue Streaks, said Head 
Football Coach and Athletic Di-
rector Anthony DeCarlo, will play 
the Bears in a sort of exhibitional 
game for the Football League of 
Europe. 
To accompany the 50 to 55 
football players on the road trip 
will be several managers, trainers, 
and coaches,'DeCarlo said. The 
total cost to each player traveling 
to Berlin will be $895. The fee for 
the trip includes round-trip air fare, 
six nights in a hotel, three meals 
per day, and transportation to all 
events. 
The Blue Streaks bring the Grid Iron to the old Iron Curtain in May 
age will cost something around 
$1586." 
DeCarlo noted that part of the 
inspiration behind the program 
President requests 
Lca.,jn Cle,elandonMa , 
"We are preuy sure that we 
can. through fund raising and do-
nations, bring that price down so 
that all the players can partici-
pate," DeCarlo said. "We're also 
going to offer a package for par-
ents and interested fans who want 
to travel with the team. The pack-
came from 1he wemen•s basket=- = =-- p tiona ou 
the team will spend a total of six 
days in Germany practicing, 
sightseeing, and touring the Ber-
lin area. 
"This will really be a great ex-
ball team that played in the Baha-
mas several years ago. 
"1 knew that the women's bas-
ketball program generated a lot of 
See BERLIN, page 4 
Sharika Pitts• alleged murderer 
undergoes evaluation 
Meghan Gourley 
Editor-in-Chief 
Rodri ck Bin, 21, of East 
Cleveland, charged with feloni-
ous assault and aggravated mur-
der of Carroll student, Sharika 
Pius. was ordered to undergo a 
psychiatric evaluation by Cleve-
land court Judge Brian Corrigan 
at a pretrial hearing Feb. 9. 
Birt was charged with aggra-
vated murder for allegedly stab-
bing Pitts seven times in the back, 
neck and upper torso on Nov. II, 
1993. 
The felonious assault charge 
was a result of an altercation in 
which Pitts and an unidentified 
The long, cold, lonely winter:here comes the sun 
relative were allegedly stabbed by 
Birt on July 7, 1993. 
According to Corrigan's office, 
the psychiatric evaluation is 
completed and another pretrial 
date is scheduled for Feb. 28. 
Birt faces either life imprison-
ment or the death sentence if 
convicted of aggravated murder. 
Delta Kappa Psi 
Derek Diaz 
News Editor 
On behalf of the Office of the 
President, DirectorofStudent Life 
Lisa Heckman last Tuesday re-
quested that the Student Union 
issue "a fonnal explanation about 
why the charter to the fraternity 
Delta Kappa Psi was approved." 
Heckman said that President 
Rev. Michael J . Lavelle, S.J .. and 
Assistant to the President/ 
Acting Vice-President for Student 
Affairs W.O. Bookwalter made 
the request out of concern for the 
fraternity's discriminatory poli-
cies. 
"They [Lavelle and 
Bookwalter] feel that discrimina-
tion has taken place," Heckman 
said. "And they want to know why 
the Delta Kappa Psi charter has 
been approved." 
Lavelle and Bookwalter, ac-
cording to Heckman, also re-
quested inforn1ation about how 
the fraternity's activities would 
be monitored throughout the year. 
Student Union President Philip 
J. Kangas said that Lavelle and 
Bookwalter were concerned about 
taking punitive actions against the 
fraternity. 
''Bookwalter wondered why 
the SU had dec1ded to charter a 
nev. organization simply because 
the f orn1er fraternity, A I ph a Kappa 
Psi, didn · t want to admit women, .. 
Kangas said. 'There wa!-t a feeling 
[with Bookwalter} that the mem-
bers of Delta Kappa Psi should 
have been reprimanded." 
The members of the fonner 
Alpha Kappa Psi, a national co-
educational business fraternity, 
rescinded their national charter last 
month amid allegations that the 
fraternity had discriminated 
against women. Seeking to retain 
the group's brotherhood, the fra-
ternity adopted a new charter for a 
local organization called Delta 
Kappa Psi. The SU unanimously 
approved the new charter. 
Two weeks ago, the Office of 
Student Life announced the sus-
pension of Delta Kappa Psi's 
funding because of confusion over 
unpaid debts with the national 
chapter of Alpha Kappa Psi. 
But according to Delta Kappa 
Psi Vice-President Andy Titus, the 
national chapter of Alpha Kappa 
Psi has fully approved of tbetr 
actions. 
"The natiOnal Alpha Kappa Psi 
is fully aware of what we have 
done, we have no debt with them, 
and they approve of our actions," 
Titus said. "It's the school who is 
withholding our funds." 
Several students at the SU 
meeting felt that, in light of the 
suspension of the fraternity's 
funds. Lavelle and Bookwalter's 
request for written justification 
could signal a move to punish 
Delta Kappa Psi. 
Junior Brian Redmond said, "It 
seems to me like the administra-
tion is playing hardball if they arc 
See REQUEST, page 4 
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[iJommentary 
Challenging the anger 
of loss 
My father always told me that every-
thing happens for a reason; even if that 
reason is initially unclear, somewhere 
down the road you'll understand. 
Last week, we buried Andy Chcyfiu 
and Michael Wright And for whatever 
reason their lives have been cut short, it 
IS tragic. Although I did not know these 
_."""_..., ___ .,... ....... _ .... lllllli~·•••e.,.;.c;Qodioci-WCJWitakoJbem froalua 11 ~ 
evident they were well loved 
1 remembered bad. a few weeks ago to a Forum article in the 
CN in which the author questions whether or not tragedies such as 
Hurricane Andrew and the California earthquakes were a reflec-
tionofGod'sangerofthe moral declineofthiscountry. Being that 
the deaths of Andy and Mike hit so closer to home, I question 
whether or not those who believe that God is punishing us would 
go as far to say that God 1s angry with the moral decline of, for 
examplc. rhc hac;chall team. Or may he God is angry with the moral 
decline of the umvcr<>ity 10 general 
Or maybe God isn' t angry at all. 
Mayhe no one n .. •ally knows whether or not God is angry, and 
no one hus the nght to speculate as such. 
When I received a phone call from an anony mous, angry CN 
reader la~t ~emeo;tcr, she offered me a piece of advice: ''Jf you want 
to know whether or not you should pnnt a controversial story, ask 
your,elf whether or not Jesus would approve of it if you showed 
it to Hirn" 
My reply· "Neither you nor I truly know what Jesus would say, 
o;o please uun't assume that you do." 
It is true that given the Bihle and what it teaches. we can 
interpret what God would and would not want us to do. But l 
question anyone who ~ltevcs that any God would ' 'punish" in 
such a way. 
Sr Mary Ann l ·lannery. in an Ethical Issues in the Media class. 
told her students that despite our shortcomings, God loves us all. 
She has taught me rhat rather than avoiding a faith we do not 
under:\tand, we should challenge it and search for resolut1on 
within ourselves. It was then that I rcalit.ed that my father forgot 
<;orncthmg 10 hts advice to me. If l am ever to understand the 
reasons for something hk.c the deaths of Andy and Mike, 1 must 
question it 
If there 1s one thmg 1 have learned in my 16 years of Catholic 
education, it is that our God is a forgtving God. 
For whatever reason Andy nod Mike were killed, it certainly 
was not out of punishment. The most important thing we can take 
from their deaths is a remmder of our humanity and mortality. 
The road to understanding the reasons for Andy's and Mike's 
deaths as a long andchallengmg one, and to many. a resolution may 
seem unreachable. Whatever it may be, this resolution will be in 
acceptance, not anger 
The Carroll New s, February 24, 1994 
l]ditorial 
[ JCU CAFETERIA 
E.NTRE£5 
No choice means no sacrifice 
On Ash Wednesday, there was no meat in the cafeteria. None. For the remaining Fridays 
in Lent, turkey will be available in the cafeteria's deli. That is all. This decision was made 
by Assistant to the President and Acting Vice President for Student Affairs, W.D. Bookwalter, 
to show that John Carroll is a Catholic university. 
Only about 80 percent of the on-campus population is Roman Catholic, or rougWy one 
person at every lunch table. But that really is not the point. 
For Catholics, choosing to abstain from meat consumption on Ash Wednesday and all 
Lenten Fridays is a voluntary act. It is insulting to see that Bookwalter is assuming that 
competent, intelligent college adults do not have an adequate religious education and must 
have matters concerning their faith decided for them. 
The entire significance of these holy days is to make decisions which display our faith and 
belief ift tlw Lord. The.Univ~ making this. decision for us in no way advances our faith 
or our religious beliefs; in fact, i t strips us of our right to make a willing sacrifice in recognition 
of our values. 
Obviously, respect between different religions is a must. But there is a difference between 
respecting someone's religion and imposing your religion on them. What about the students 
who are not Catholic? Catholicism is not a requirement to attend John Carroll. We as a 
U ni versit y should make an effort to respect others and their beliefs as we expect them to respect 
ours. 
By taking away the opportunity to make a wiJJing sacrifice, we have already deslroyed the 
intended significance of the day. The meaning of Ash Wednesday was now reduced to going 
to Mass and receiving ashes. Il is not up to Mr. Bookwalter to show that we are Catholic. It is 
up to each and every one of us individually to show we arc Catholic. 
The fast was initiated so a voluntary sacrifice would show the importance and religious 
meaning of the day. The fast was not initiated so Catholic universities could show they are 
Catholic. We should be doing that in other ways. 
The Beaudry Award: Recognizing service 
The winners' names hang on a plaque in the Atrium. Few of us stop to look at this plaque, 
but the names on it - the Beaudry Award winners- have made important contributions to the 
John Carroll community. 
Il is time to add another name to this plaque, to acknowledge a member of the Class of 1994 
who has demonstrated outstanding service in the areas of leadership, academic achievement, 
service to the .TCU community and Christian life. 
In order for someone to win this award, though, nominations must be made. Students, 
faculty and staff members can nominate individuals who they feel deserve to be recognized 
for their service to Carroll and the world beyond. Nomination forms can be picked up in the 
Campus Ministry, Dean of Students or Student Union offices and must be returned by 
March 3. 
Many students at John Carroll personify the qualities of Jesuit education. These students 
are not the type to seek recognition or request that others acknowledge them. Still, they deserve 
congratulations and thanks for their efforts and commitment. All it takes is a simple 
nomination. 
Hits& 
Misses 
Hit : Saturday's frisbee players on the Quad. They got really muddy. but they made us think 
of spring. Miss: Diesel fumes in the RecPiex. Asphyxiation is nota nice way to die. Hit: The 
generous offers of several student organizations to sponsor couples in the Dance Marathon. 
There's still time to sign up! Miss: Cars in the parking lot which haven't yet adjusted to the 
clear parking lot You weren't listening last week. Hit: The Student Union's proposal for a 
Ride Board. More road trips. 
The Carroll News, February 24, 1994 
Free Trade myth strikes 
again with GATT 
S!lttonlill:!ter._ _ _ _ 
Forum Writer 
How many scoffed when patriots warned lhat 
NAFfA would rob US sovereignty? America·s in-
tegrity won't be threatened, the NAFfA factotums 
presumed, and besides NAFT A wi IJ mean prosperity 
for all; heavily armed Mexican rebels notwilh-
standing. But NAFTA is nothing next to the latest 
benignly acronymed trade treaty-GAIT. With the 
Uruguay round concluded bor on the heels of 
NA.fT A's approval, the newest edition of the General 
Agreement on Trade & Tariffs will come before the 
US /congress sometime this summer; with Congress 
again unable to add amendments. 
The driving theoretical force behind these inaus-
picious maneuvers is the economic gospel of Free 
Trade. Unfortunately I bear some bad news for free 
trade acolytes- it doesn't work. Dr. Ravi Batra, a 
professor of economics at SMU in Dallas, has 
thoroughly debunked the alleged benefits of free 
trade in his book The Myth of Free Trade. 
Batra ex poses free trade's destruction of 
America's industrial power base. Ridiculously low 
US tari ffs have enabled foreign competitors to flood 
our markets, while emerging industrial powers like 
Korea and Taiwan simultaneously hide behind earlier 
versions of GAIT which allow them to maintain 
highly protectionist tariffs. Despite claims to the 
contrary ,jobs in the service sector will not continue 
increasing if US industry contracts further. Re-
member, services are ancillary to industry. 
Free traders claim savings will redound to the 
consumer, but they fail to mention that workers are 
consumers. Thus for pennies off the grocery bill our 
kinfolk starve. Free trade merely hastens the depletion 
of the middle class. 
Then who really benefits from free trade? Inter-
national business, international bakers and the UN 
world government in waiting; in other words, the 
global elite. 
So don't expect the bought and paid for US 
Congress to offer much resistance to GATT. 
~~-•n' irJJiliiWIUJcM•sr 
trade, home of the jobless debt-slave." 
FORUM 3 
Professor enthusiasm can interest students 
Danielle Snider 
Forum Writer - -
The Forum section of the newspaper is a place where a 
writer can present personal views on virtually any topic 
imaginable. Such controversial opmions concerning ev-
erything from censorship to the ··real" causes of natural 
disasters appear, and they are of!cn thought provoking or 
cause for debate among those who read them. 
Today. 1 offer no controversy. Instead. I would like to 
share with you my feelings about a subject that is very one-
sided and somewhat unusual. l choose to write about an 
extraordinary man. who happens to be a professor at thus 
University and has really changed my attitude about a few 
things. For all you skeptics out there: this is not a glorified 
"brown-nosing." I will keep him 
pending publications. Never in my hfe have 1 observed a 
teacher who IS so truly fascinated by the content of his 
lesson plan. and seem~ to want nothing more than to 
communicate this to his students. He even tells humorous 
anecdotes in class that somehow always relate to the topic 
at hand: you simply cannot walk out of that classroom 
without a smile on your face. Even when he is doing 
something as menial as attendance records, he will call 
your name, smile, and thank you. as if he is just happy to 
have you there. From the very heg~nning to the end of that 
class. I sincerely feel like this IS where I belong. 
r m not sure what I hoped to accomplish by writing this 
article. Maybe it was meant to he a message 10 students: if 
you take the time to notice, perhaps you will find that a 
professor truly has a lot to offer to 
nameless, and 1 doubt very seri-
ously that he will connect my by-
line with his class list. 
This semester is the first time I 
have had him for a professor; I had 
heard from other students that he 
was "cool," bull really had no idea 
what to expect, especially since 
the description of the course itself 
From the very beginning to 
the end of that class, I 
your education, though the style of 
teaching may not adhere to your 
style of learning. 
Or, maybe my article was meant 
as a message to professors: cer-
tainly, students can be frustrating 
when they attend class irregularly, 
orsimpl> don't involve themselves 
sincerely feel/ike this is 
where I belong. 
was less than thrilling. As it turns out, there was no way l 
could have expected what! found. We all complain about 
our professors; "He is so boring!;" "She talks about things 
that are way over my head!;" or the proverbial, "He makes 
the class too hard." Often times, we tend to forget that our 
professors are not robots programmed and set before us, so 
that they can all be lumped together in one category. 
Professors are people with very distinct personalities 
and methods of educating students, but it seems as though 
it is more likely that students will forn1their opinions about 
a professor based on their current grade f<1r the course. I 
admit it; I am guilty of this too. However, I' ve come across 
an exception. 
To be honest, when reading the assigned material for 
this class, I don't find it particularly engaging, but when I 
come to class, everything changes. You see this particular 
professor is so genuinely passionate about his work, and 
obviously cares so much about his students and what he is 
teaching. 1 find il imyossible not to lis ten. This ~ass is no 
ordinary, monotonom, JecTUre-our-of-a~rextbooJc by a 
teacher who is more concerned about faculty meetings or 
in their studies. 
But when you present your material in a way that 
conveys how you feel about it, and make your students feel 
like you care whether they are there or not. and that they are 
grasping what you are saying to them, then, that is where 
the process of education at its very best is taking place. And 
that is when students will find themselves enjoying your 
class. 
When a student enters or leaves the class about which I 
previously mentioned slhe always receives a smile from 
this professor, despite the looks he may get from some 
students (especially after turning in an exam). He is so 
friendly toward them that I am unable to imagine how a 
student would not want to reciprocate lhat friendliness, and 
in turn, become more absorbed in the subject manerofthe 
class, so as to not disappoint him. To me. that's a pretty fair 
exchange. 
While I realize it takes more than congeniality to 
motivate student effort. I would iust like the people who 
arc rcauin this to know lhat be~au~oe 1 fell {;WDJ~elled 
ro wrire a6our ir, maybe you should be compelled to 
discover it. 
letters to the editor 
Core Curriculum does need 
cultural diversity 
To the Editor: 
lam writing in response to the2/17/941ettertotheeditor 
by Christopher Rankin. In this letter. Rankin expresses a 
disagreement with the new core curriculum proposals. He 
believes that requiring a class in cultural diverSity is an 
attempt to force political correctness on the students.! feel 
as though Rankin has completely missed the purpose of a 
c lass such as this. 
Cultural diversity is very important in today's day and 
age. Rankin claims that "Not long ago, students came to 
college to learn about new ideas 
and open their minds to new ways 
ofthinking, notto have them closed 
by liberal self-pity philosophies 
and teach blind acceptance and 
patience for all." Learning about 
other cultures does not close our 
minds. It is extremely essential to 
understand the cultures of other 
people. We are presently living in 
a world that has seen c ultural 
barriers fall. 
To act as responsible, open-minded individuals it is 
important to consider the cultures of other people. Bosnia 
is an example of the importance of cultural diversity. Two 
warring cultures are killing each other because of thek 
differences. 
If the United States is going to be able to stop this 
problem, we need to be aware of the different beliefs and 
values of these groups. Once this knowledge is acquired we 
can begin to understand their motives and develop a plan 
for reaching a compromise. We are the leaders of the world. 
ln order to promote peace throughout, we must ensure that 
the future leaders of this country have the ability to under-
stand and accept other cultures. 
I am not trying to say that our country is wrong. It is my 
belief that this is the greatest country in the world. How-
ever, we can learn much from other cultures. The addition 
of a class in this area is not placing c ultural diversity above 
the importance of United States history. U we want to 
consider ourselves educated individuals, then we must 
study cultural diversity. 
J. Matthew Becker 
Class of 1996 
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Notice to Students 
I'll type for you 
I'm speedy and Accurate 
Call Donna 
MONDAY THRU THURSDAY 
4:00 TO 7:30PM 
FIIDAY 
4:00 TO 9:00PM 
The North Central Association 
of Colleges and Schools is 
sending its team for the regular, 
10-year accreditation visit in 
March. The visiting team 
welcomes students to share their 
views of the school at 
3:00pm, Tuesday, March 22, 
in the President's Dining Room, 
Student Activities Center. 
449-7766 
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? a CALL BIRTHRIGHT 
LAKEWOOD CLEVELAND PARMA 
228-5998 486-2800 661-6400 
HOTLINE 1-800-550-4900 
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REQUEST 
continued from page 1 
withholding the fraternity'!. funds 
and requiring an explanation as to 
why their charter was pac;sed." 
what she said did not make sense. 
.. II the administration cannot 
review the act10n<. of the siUdcnt 
government. then why do the} 
have the power to take away 
money." Liautaud asked . 
Peace in the Middle East: 
Kangas said that Lavelle and 
Bookwalter did not question the 
funding for the fraternity. 
A reality in our lifetime? 
Chief Justice John Cranley 
noted that, according to the 1993 
Student Handbook, univer..tt}' of-
fictals cannot check the acuons of 
the Student Union. 
The 1993 Student Handbook 
states, "The role of the student 
government shall be madeexplicit. 
There should be no review of stu-
dent government action~ by the 
university administration except 
where review procedures arc 
agreed upon in advance." 
Junior Jacki Liautaud pomtcd out 
"Bookwalter said that irs not a 
question offunding," Kangas said 
"It's a questiOn whether Delta 
Kappa Psi has a right to eJust. .. 
At press time, neither Lavelle 
nor Bookwalter could be reached 
for comment. 
Senior Emmet Cook said, "If 
Lavelle and Bookwalter want to 
explain something to the Student 
Union, why don't they come to the 
meetings and tell us in personT' 
Pitts• fundraiser 
creates scholarship 
Mlesha l. Wilson the BUSA Thomas also was rc-
Entertolnment E'dito_r____ sponsible for organizing the event. 
The Black United Students Several local vendors con-
Jennifer Daugherty 
Stoff Reporter 
"Jn this emergmg world, Arabs 
can be left out of history or we can 
join history." Accordtng to Dr. 
Yos~1 Olmert, th1s is the motivat-
ing sentiment in the movement 
towards peace in the Middle East. 
Olmert, a commentator on 
Middle East affairs for Israeli tele-
vi!>ion, radio and newspaper, as 
well as CNN and The New York 
Times, believes that the Middle 
East is "willing to entertain new 
tdeas" from the United States and 
other Middle Ea!>tern countries to 
achJeve this peace. 
The Arabs realited, according 
to Olmert, that "it was to their 
benefit to find a new way to deal 
with Israel" after internal disputes 
between the two countries esca-
lated. Th1s, combmed with a surge 
of Palestinian uprisings. forced 
lsmel to reject the1r old, ideological 
suggestions for peace and formulate 
new, down to earth approaches. 
Olmen, who was also director 
of the Israeli Government Press 
Office and advisorto former Prime 
Minister Shamir, spoke Feb. 22to 
a crowd of almost fifty people in 
the SAC Conference Room. 
Although the long-standtng 
feeling of the Israeli government 
toward Yastr Arafat and his Pales-
tine Liberation Organitation has 
been a "deep sense of disdain to 
wards the PLO and a refusal to 
negotiate with the PLO," accord-
ing to Olmert, a tentative peace 
agreement between the two fac-
tions is currently in the works. 
This change in auitude toward 
the PLO came at a time when "the 
PLO was weaker than ever be-
fore" and the Israeli people were 
pushing for a compromise, says 
Olmen. 1t is his personal assertion 
that ifJsracl is able to successfully 
negotiate an agreement with Yasir 
Arafat and the PLO, ll could open 
the door for similar pacts with 
other countries such as Syria, 
Lebanon and Jordan. 
Olmert believes the peace 
agreement between Israel and the 
PLO could conceivably be com-
pleted by the end of 1994, at which 
point it will be up fo1 a referen-
dum, or popular vote by the people 
oflsrael. Olmcrt feels certain that 
.. the majority of the Israeli public 
will vote ·yes'." 
Once such an agreement is ap-
proved, the hard part begins, says 
Olmen. The world must wait to 
see if Arafat and the PLO can 
deliver on the promises in the 
agreement. Olmen believes that 
the "role of the United States will 
become even more crucial" at this 
point because our status as a 
powerful and influential country 
obligates us to help enforce the 
peace policy. 
Andreas Sobisch, professor of 
political science, attended the 
lecture and felt that ''i t was a very 
good presentation." Sobisch also 
said that he "liked that [Oimen] 
was able to separate ttis own per-
sonal preferences from a factual 
analysts of a situation." 
Olmcn concluded his speech 
by saying that it was hard to make 
predictions about the possibility 
of a peace agreement in the Middle 
East and the ramifications such an 
agreement would have. Accord-
ing to Olmert, "It will be a differ-
ent Middle East, and hopefully, a 
better one.'' 
As~ociation(BUSA)hcldafund- tributed clothing to the fund-
raiser for the Sharika Piuc; rrusing Fashion Show. Among 
Scholarship Fund on J•cbruary the vendors were A & W Sports 
12 at the Kulas Auditonum. -N More, a black owned athletics 
Sharika Pitts was a freshman at shop, Zicdler & Ziedler, and the 
John Carroll University when University Bookstore. The 
she was stabbed to death by her fashion show was more than just 
boyfriend, Rodrick Birt. on No- a simple runway; it was a pro-
vcmhcr I I. duct ion. The atmosphere of the 
To honor the memoryofPitts, room changed as the fashions 
BUSA created a scholarship changed. Ann Vogue Bridal Shop 
fund. The a ward wi II be given to got fOrmal surroundingswhile01ika 
an incoming female freshman African Enterprises bad a more 
Nominations for Beaudry award underway 
Joseph M. Guay 
Assistant News Editor 
from the Cleveland Public youthfulandvibrantSCL1hesixtccn Nominationsarenowbeingac-
~--~~-~~MW~~WJ I!!IJIMJiinslltra"-'~~.!iiliMMiallMpul·l~ediMifrollmiMthe.L cepted for the Beaudry Award, 
.mtct...is presented annually to a 
exact grade point average which fWlherentcrtainmcnlcamcfrorn graduating ~cnior dedicated to 
will be rcquiroo of th~ freshman Entry.aquartctfonnedofmenfrom service. 
ha~ not yet hcen determined, the Ca<;e Western Reser\·e and Cleve- "It's a mcc traditional award," 
GPA is expected to he demand- land State University. Nation of said Helen Joyce, advisor to 
ing. BUSA hc-hcvc-. the GPA ln~ty, a three man rap group, Christian Life Community. "It's 
should be high cnl)ugh to represent opened and dosed the show. the only award presented at gradu-
Pitt.,\1-hOgrJ(Iu.llcd,to;asalut.atorian Besides music. a somewhat ation I don't think people realize 
of Ea~t Cleveland High School. thcatncal show was pcrfonned the honor wvolvcd for the rccipi-
1l~e hto;hion -;how and entertain by the Baha'i Youth Perlbm1ance. cnt, and I encourage everyone to 
all the nominees and narrow the 
pool of possible candidates. 
Members of the senior class will 
lbenWlletOObepeerlbeyfeeldcsetve:o 
the honor. Voting will start Mar 21 
and conclude on Mar. 25. 
Joyce emphasized that it is 'i-
tal for seniors to nominate and to 
vote, thus insunng the award re-
flects the opinion of the whole 
senior class. 
The award. wh1ch was named 
in honor of Robert Beaudry. a 
1950 graduate of JCU who died in 
a 1951 plane crash, has been given 
for lhe _past 42 years. 
is is pr~ >n 5' m 
prestigious award given to a 
graduating senior," said junior Pat 
Klus. ''ll requires a definite leader 
with demanding qualities. It's 
usually pretty difficult to find a 
person who fulfills all of the re-
quirements." 
C\IJUvugani.<IUreWover2!X)~,plc They d1d a ·•step show'' dcmonstr.&l nominate ~omeone." 
and h'l'u~..cd apmxinmtcly $llXX>. ing how to oven;omc rd<:ism, es- The award recognitcs out-
<K'Wrding to Stcphanil· Thomas, tahhsh world peace. and further 10 standtng service in the areas of 
Student Union Rcpr~.;cntativc lot tcgmtion, and end sexism. leadership, acadcm1c achievement, 
BERLIN 
continued from page I 
mtcrcst wlwn they played in the 
Dahamas," DeCarlo said. "The 
playl'ls had a good time and the 
coach was 'cry pJc.l,cd \\it h the 
C\ent." 
last year when he received a let 
tcr from International Sports 
Network that stated that three di 
vision l1I teams would be needed 
to play in Berlin this year. 
service to the John Carroll or civic 
community, and Chnst1an life. 
Nominat1on forms will be 
available 1n Campus Ministry ,the 
Office of Student Ltfc. and the 
Student Unwn office. Students. 
faculty ami ~taff can nominate a 
~enior through Mar. 3. 
The Carroll 
News Trading 
Cards 
DeCarlo sa1d that he began 
thinking of playing a foreign team 
Af\cr several months of corre-
spondence. DeCarlo satd, a plan 
was linally worked out. 
"Hopeful I) this could become 
a traditiOn with our other teams as 
well DeCarlo satd. 
LENTEN PRAYER SERVICE 
Wednesday evenings in St. Francis 
Chapel at !O:OOp.m. 
March 2- Christian Mu&ic 
March 9- Stations of the Cross 
March 16- H ealing of Memories 
March 23- Rite of Reconciliation 
(communal celebration) 
* * * * * 
a lso at 
Gesu Church Tuesday Evenin" 
March 22- 7:30 to 9:00p.m. Rite of 
Reconciliation (private confessions) 
The Beaudry A\\ard Commit-
Icc, consisting of both students 
and faculty members and led by 
Sr. Maf} 1::.. Noel. will intcrvie\\ 
Collect 
them alii 
OINO PALMIERI MUST SHOW STUDENT J.D. REGULAR PRICE 
salor SERVICES ONLY. CALL FOR AN APPOINT· 
------...J MENT WITH ONE OF OUR SELECT SlYUSTS. 
CEDAR & GREEN 
SOLON 
GREAT LAKES MALL 
381-7773 
248-8810 
255-4888 
Trade with 
your best 
friends I 
The Walter and Mary 
Tuohy Chair of 
Interreligious Studies 
presents 
Health as Liberation 
Six lectures by Alastair V. Campbell, 
Th.D. Otago Medical School, Dunedin, 
New Zealand 
Tuesday. March J 
lleahh as Social Construct: 
Images of the Good Life 
Tuesday, March 8 
The Politics of Health: 
Powec and Powerlessness io Ht!alth Care 
Tuesday, March 15 
Ec;cnpe from the Self-<>r to the Self? 
Tuesday, Ma.rch 22 
What Price Liberation? 
The Quest for Justice in Health Care 
All lectures 8 p.m .• Jardine Room 
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Carroll students assist taxpayers 
Michael Covey 
Business Manager 
Thjs March,l7 members of the 
Accounting Association will 
participate in the Volunteer 
Income Tax Assistance program, 
VITA, an IRS sponsored program. 
VITA provides income tax 
preparation for low income, 
elderly and non-English speaking 
taxpayers. 
John Carroll University's 
Accounting Association has been 
involved in VITA since 1990. Tn 
its first year of participation in 
VITA, the Accounting 
Association experienced little 
response from the local taxpayers. 
The lack of response from the 
taxpayers was due to inadequate 
publicity and to the taxpayers 
being unfamiliar with the John 
Carroll campus, according to 
Gerald Weinstein , Accounting 
Association faculty moderator. 
As a result, Weinstein 
contacted the Soviet Reselllement 
Volunteer Project, an agency that 
aids Soviet immigrants in sellling 
in the Cleveland area, and 
Weinstein informed the agency of 
the service provided by the 
students. To increase the 
program's accessibility. he also 
moved the site of the preparation 
from the basement of the Grasse IIi 
Library to the Jewish Community 
Centers. Response from the local 
taxpayers dramatically increased, 
allowing the students to prepare 
approximately 60 tax forms last 
year. 
The IRS provides the Lraining 
materials and a take home test for 
the students who will prepare tax 
forms for four to five hours a week 
for three weeks. A ftenhe students 
prepare the forms, Weinstein 
reviews them. Although tax 
preparers are usually held 
responsible for the accuracy of the 
figures on the tax form, the IRS 
does not hold the volunteer 
students liable. 
To receive aid in tax form 
preparation, taxpayers should call 
Veronika Stropnik at 946-3875to 
make an appointment. Stropnik. a 
junior accounting student. is the 
Student Appointment Coordinator 
for VITA Appointments for the 
taxpayers are available on 
Sundays, March 6. 13, or 20. 
SHRM students tutor at 
Rhodes High School 
Jeannine Spinola 
Stoff Reporter 
SHRM , or the Society of 
Human Resource Management, is 
an organization on campus wbjch 
consists of industrial psychology 
and management majors. 
Currently, the Cleveland 
chapter of SHRM is in volved in 
upgrading the quality of education 
received in Cleveland Public 
Schools. Most recently, their 
efforts have been aimed at Rhodes 
High School, located on the West 
Side of Cleveland. The JCU 
chapterofSHRMisalsocentering 
their efforts around this school. 
For the next several weeks, a group 
of five John Carroll SHRM 
members will be tutoring the 
students in civics. In order to 
graduate this summer, e ight 
Rhodes students need to pass a 
proficiency exam. This tutoring 
task is made more difficult, 
however, in tight of the fact that 
these students have been Lrying, 
unsuccessfully, to pass since the 
ninth grade. 
Unfortunately, these cases on I y 
illustrate a fraction of the problems 
occurring at Rhodes lligh School, 
and many other schools across the 
nation. In fact. with summer 
graduation appproaching. 
approximately fifty percent of the 
seniors who entered thi s 
September will no longer comprise 
Rhodes' graduating c lass. 
Overall, theJCU tutors agreed 
that a feeling of disinterest from 
the students and frustration o n the 
part of the faculty at Rhodes seems 
to permeate the school. Therefore. 
any steps toward restoring the 
spirit of education in this school 
and others, are immeasurably 
beneficial. 
AAF advertises Kodak 
Maria Miceli 
Stoff Reporter 
After taking a year off, the 
American Advertising Federation 
(AAF) is once again participating 
in the National Student 
Advertising Competition. 
The purpose of the contest is to 
give students an idea of what it's 
like to work in the field of 
advertising and create a campaign 
from start to finish. Thjs year's 
competition is s ponsored by 
Kodak, and the goal of the 
advertising campaign is to make 
college students more 
photographically active. An entire 
advertising campaign, including 
filmed television commercials, 
print ads, sales promotions, and 
media planning, must be created 
within a $5 million dollar budget. 
Dr. Marian Extejt, faculty 
advisor for the competition, has 
put together a class for AAF 
members that meets weekly to 
work on the project. Although all 
AAF members djd not sign up for 
the class, they are welcome to 
come and bring theircreativeideas. 
The class has, at this point, 
narrowed down the specific Kodak 
products to include in their 
campaign. They have decided that 
the p ri mary focus of their 
advertising and promotions will 
be on the Kodak Funsaver line of 
single use cameras. A smaller 
amountofthebudgetwillbeallocated 
toward advertising Kodak film. 
The class has also done some 
marketing research on college age 
students, including taking road 
trips to larger schools such as Ohio 
State University and Kent State 
University to take surveys. Focus 
groups, personal interviews and 
library research has also been 
conducted. They have come up 
with a substantial amount of 
information that will be helpful in 
creating their campaign. 
The contest will be held on 
ApriJ 25 in Cincinnati. From this 
point on the students will be 
focusing on putting together a 
creative campaign that will win 
them a first place award. 
CENTER 
GRILL 
Grand Opening 
10% of/with JCU ID 
In Cedar Center 
Walking Distance from JCU 
13796CedarRoad 397-7522 
VITA will not only help the 
taxpayers with the actual 
preparation of their tax forms but 
the volunteers wi ll aJso help the 
taxpayers become more familiar 
with the tax forms so that they will 
be able to prepare their own in 
years to come. When asked what 
benefits the taxpayers wi II receive 
from VITA, Cathleen Danker, a 
senior accounting student said. 
"After a walk through the process 
with a volunteer asf.istant, 
taxpayers will better understand 
how to prepare a tax form and in 
the ncar future will be able to 
prepare their own." 
Weinstein said that VITA's 
help in tax preparation is also 
available to students. If a student 
needs assistance and cannot make 
an appointment on one of the three 
Sundays, he or she can call 
Weinstein at 397-4609 to make an 
appointment with a student at a 
more convenient time. 
Volunteering 
offers rewards 
Rochelle Ticknor 
S1otf Reporter 
When advice ts given to young 
professiOnals about how to 
advance in their careers. 
volunteering in the community is 
not usually at the top of the list. 
However, the business world is 
now realiting 
how useful 
Whtlc Isenberg\ artil.:lc make!> 
some valid pomts. an arttcle by 
Timothy S.:hcllhardt also 
published in The Wall Street 
Joumal (Oct 1993) should be 
considered. Schellh.trdt cxphuns 
that although indtvtduals may 
benefit from theexperiem:c gained 
as a volunteer, 
workers mu!>t 
becoming 
involved in 
nonprofit 
organizations 
can real! y be. 
"Three to five also be carcfu I 
that service 
d uties don 't 
interfere with 
career duties. 
He explains In an 
article 
published in 
The Wall 
SnYetJ011mol 
(Sept. 1993 ), 
Howard 
I senbe rg 
informs 
years of volunteer 
work can provide 
management 
experience most 
corporations 
CQUJdn'l providtl 
over twenty 
h a 
co mpanies, 
flOW t"fll'fC than 
ever, expccr 
t h a t 
employees 
years ... II 
y o u n g 
professionals that volunteering is 
becoming the "fastest Lrack for 
high- potential managers." 
Isenberg explains that while 
volunteers are providing much 
needed services to the communHy, 
they are also sharpening the skills 
that will make them more valuable 
to their employers. According to 
Isenberg, "Three to five years of 
volunteer work can provid e 
management experience most 
corporations couldn't provide over 
twenty years, if at all." 
spend the 
majority of 
their energy 
on the job; he warns that an 
employer may think an employee 
who has tjme to volunteer, must 
not be doing bjs or her job. 
Keeping lhjs warning in mind, 
volunteering can be one of the 
best ways to make contacts and to 
gain experjence. Now that 
companies are recognizing the 
kinds of benefits that community 
service can provide, volunteering 
offers even more personal rewards 
to the young professional than 
before. 
John CArroll Univenity Oepart:ment of Commumc.tions 
prqeota ... 
~'PEEP-
THE-
'PLOW 
by David Mamet 
John Carroll U Marinello Little 1neatte 
Feb. 17- 18-19. 24- 25-26, 1994,8 PM (Ca.ll397-4-428) 
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Tori Atnos goes beyond the pale and Under the Pink 
Adrienne D'Ambrosio 
Staff Reporter 
Three years after Ton Amos' 
release of Little Earthquakn 
emerges her follow-up. enutled 
Under th~ Pink. Amos is best 
known for her crystal voice and 
delicate utilization of the piano ru. 
a pnmary mslrUment. This album 
stays true to her style while ex-
ploring a more experimental path 
which highlights her vocal abili-
ties and heightened maturity dis-
played through her song writing. 
"Pretty Good Year", the first 
track, appears very similar to 
Amos • previous work as she 
cruises through this melodic song. 
ll is not until she reaches the eli-
max where her voice, hc1ghtcned 
with emotion bellows out, "Well 
what's it gonna take till my baby'-. 
all nght,"that we realiLe the power 
behind lhh tin) VOICe. 
"God" previously released on a 
promotional LP 1s the first 10 a 
series of experimental songs for 
Amos. The song. catchy in both 
its lyrics and arrangement, is 
uniquely introduced with random 
selections on the guitar. 
"Bells for Her" is melancholy 
and calm, somewhat resembling 
the tone of bells, as Amos sings 
over very light upper octave 
playing on an upright piano. The 
ambiguous lyrics suggest the story 
of a close friend who is emotion-
ally inJured lly a man. A moo; con-
fesses, "She seem'> to be sand under 
his -.hoes. There's nothing I can 
do. can't ~top what'scoming,can 't 
stop what is on its way." 
The beat increases on "Pass the 
Mission," the first of two songs 
featuring guest vocalists. 
Throughout the chorus II ne, Amos 
exhibits vocal nexibility as she 
sings in a lower octave to comple-
ment her guest. Trent Reznor. 
Sensual attitude of the song de-
rives from its funky piano varia-
lions mixed with the slow 
smoothness of the chorus. 
"The Wrong Band" is a bouncy, 
"sing along" song in which Amos 
pursues a personal quest. She 
sings. "I called her up and r said 
you know that I'm drowning. Put 
on your raincoat again 'cause even 
the sun· s got a pnce on it. There i'> 
... omething believing in her voice 
again, said there's somethmg be-
lieving instead of just leaving." 
snappy. sharp effect. Tori toys 
with syllable stress in the hne. 
"Th1s IS not really happening." 
and then bursts into, "You bel 
your I i fe It is." Merry Clayton. the 
guest vocalisl. adds to the song's 
merit. The variety in both the me-
lodic and lyric arrangement pro-
vides for a truly amazing effort. 
"Icicle" can not miss after Amos 
delivers a minute plus concert 
perfonnance on the piano. 
College, corruption and cameos in Chips 
"The Waitress" fools the lis-
tenerwith an opening very similar 
to an old Depeche Mode song. 
Amos very tactfully sings, "So I 
want to kill this waitress." Her 
power often lies in the torrents 
through which her voice shines in 
the chorus. Through a combina-
lion of heavy, loud chords and an 
exaggerated aim of her voice, she 
beautifully yells, "But I believe in 
peace. 1 believe in peace, Bitch. I 
believe in peace." 
"Cornnake Girl" is one of the 
album's highlights. The combi 
nation of the guitar and piano en 
hance the melody thus creating a 
Without any additional ac-
companiment, Amos allows her 
vocals to sell the song through the 
beautiful softness and then re-
leased tlood of tension in the line, 
"I could have nown. You know I 
could have; r should have: I didn't 
go." 
A long awaited release, Under 
rile Pink showcases Amos' talent 
and creat1ve went, thus yielding a 
!tuccessful record. 
Christo_pher M. Green The two top recruits oft he year 
StaN Reporter arc Butch (Anfemee Hardaway) 
H the referee does not hlow the from Chicago and Ru~ky (Mall 
whistle, it i<. not a foul, Nover} from indiana. 
Foul-playcxi\ls nllove1 college The third is a silent rccrull from 
ba~kethall, espcc1ally 10 recruit- Louisiana-Neon (~haquillc 
ing programs. O'Neal). 
Wc~tcrn Uni\crslly is .JUSt :J V.'hcn the three recruits come 
regular llaskcthall prng1 am en· to campus for their ofl1c1al visits. 
gaging in roul play. they arc se<.luccd by the women on 
Head Coach Pete.: Bell, pia yell campu!t, the weather. and even the 
brilliantly hy Nick Nolte, has had glory of hearing their names an 
h1s fair share of success at Wc~t- nounccd while stand1ng in the 
em Umversity I lis resume con arena. 
tains two National Champions and However, lhese little incentives 
numerous coorcrcncc champion alone are not enough to persuade 
ships (much like Coach K of Duke them. 
Umversity) A dilemma faces Coach Bell: 
The top htgh school recruits 1n If Western University does not 
the United States would come to meet the players' standards, the 
W tern Umvc 1l sim~l)' be- school will lose these "blue chip" 
cause o c wwn10g ra lftni"""'""""'~l~1;•t:e .. 
However, times have changed. The conscience ot Coach Bill 
Success has ~n slowly eluding stands in his way. Eventually, he 
Coach Bell at Western U b convinced to add the extra in-
They need to do something in centivcs. He calls one of the 
order to convince the top recruits "friends of the program." Happy 
that Dolphin llasketball1s where it (J.T. Walsh) to carry out the plan. 
is at. The incentives include: a house, a 
Coach Bell has always been traclOr, bag of cash, and a new car. 
known for runmng a clean pro· Blue Chips does for college 
gram. It was not hard when he had basketball what The Program did 
the best player:.. But now. he is for college footbali.It shows what 
losing the recruit1ng race to the goes on behind the scenes. But, 
other schools who will do anything Blue Chips is an inferior flick 
to capture the top recruits. because it throws way too many 
These other teams give players cameos. The sports celebrities 
anything, including money, cars, distract the audience from havmg 
and even houses. The corrupters any feeling of pathos for the char-
bargrun wtth the whole nine yards. acters. 
CALL US ~ 
381-5555 _Ali~ . II 
1982 Warrensville Center Road 
Ask for vour free l!arlic butler with your order ---.- .. ~- ... T---------
Specwlty P1zzas I Two lopping Medium 
!
. Medmm $799 1 Pizza and Twi~ty Bread 
Lar~e S999 I 
0 Ml·<~tna (J IJl•luxl! $ 5 99 
0 Hawauan 0 VPJ:l 1
1 I 0 Bacon IJouh[.- t'h••P~<rhurgi'T 
.II '11' ..... ~ ...... .-ft'-- ......... Ill 'i --..-~ ........ ...... .., ............ . ..::-...:-..,=..o:, ~-:::;. . .r:=:..:::,. -·-~::.-..::;. • ...-........... "'._.""' ....... I .......... ~ ,,... ·-·-. ........ I . ._,..c-_..,...,...,., ... •- . .U:::.::nf"•.._~,_,.,. __ _ .............. _ ................ ~ 
. } .............. ,... Vtf9oo-lt\.-.... • ................ .,... Qf"..._., 1'\IA .. 
.. _________ ___ __.._.. ___ ......... 
N1ck Nolte ~~ exuherant as 
Coach Bell He 11rings the ~on of 
lire that real college coachc~ pos-
-;co;s. This made Nolte's character 
extremely llclicvallle. 
Anfernee Hardaway and Mall 
Novcr arc \Cry naturall1ccause of 
their hand!>·On t..!xperience in big 
t1mc college programs They do 
not attempt to concentrate on the 
acung a~pect of the film. 
Shaquillc O'Neal, on the other 
hand, tries too hard to makc his 
character work. He needs to stick 
to basketball and quit trying to be 
a musician and an actor. 
Bf11e Chips is directed by Wil-
liam Friedken (The Exorcist. 
Rampage). 
It was written by Ron Shelton, 
the creator of the famous athletic 
m . 1 Mt'f'f a"'tJump.and 
Bull Durham. 
The innumerable cameos in-
clude Larry Bird, Bob Cousy. Rick 
Pitino, Bobby Knight, and Chris 
Mills. 
One bright cameo is Bobby 
Hurley. Seeing a healthy Bobby 
1n a Indiana unifonn was quite a 
happy surprise. 
Blue Chips would have been 
more effective if it had reduced 
the cameos which draw away from 
the film. 
If you arc not a basketball fan, 
you may not enjoy the film. Ifyou 
want to sec all your favorite past 
and present college and pro stars, 
then this is the film for you. 
hfotorhead:~etalrnavins 
Art Semlow 
Staff Reparte1 
Black Sabbath. Motorlzead 
and Morbid Angel played a !lone 
crushing !.how February 19 at the 
Cleveland Agora The crowd 
consisted primarily ol l)ikers, the 
old school heavy metal crowd, 
and some new "death-metal'' fans. 
Harley Davidsons packed the 
parking lot of the Agora. 
Taped organs played u melodic 
dirge as if the crowd were at a 
funerai.Morbid Angel front man, 
David Vincent, released a 
"hellacious" growl which began 
his set. The noor of the Agora was 
ft heU on earth In which one had to 
keep mashing in order to surv1vc. 
Fulfilling the appetites of death 
mongers in the crowd, Morbid 
Angel played "Vengeance is 
Mine," "Sworn to the Black", and 
"Immortal Rites. " The chaos of 
the crowd climaxed when the soul-
shattering MTV hit ,''Rapture," 
was set fonh on the altar. Pete 
"Commando" Sandoval, the im-
mortal drummer was incredible. 
Second in the line of fire was 
the biker. metal-head band, 
Motorhead. Snapping ear drums 
and thefloorlikeabarroom brawl, 
the infamous Motorhead opened 
with "AceofSpades." Mororhead 
then dished out a plethora of fury 
\\ 11h ... ut'h tunes a\ Metropolis,'' 
"I iar,' I mSoBad(Baby I Don't 
Care)". "1916. "Gomg to Brazil.' 
and "The One To Sing the Blues." 
Some tllillnting stone~ circulated 
through the crowd ahout past 
performances of MotOrhead. 
At the end or the set, the band 
maliciously pretended to gun down 
the crowd with their guitars. Fi-
nally showing some compassion, 
Mororhead moved to the middle 
of the stage to bow to their true 
and loyal fans of 20 years. 
Finally the godfathersofheavy 
metal, the monster, Black Sab· 
bath, stomped through Cleveland, 
like Godz.illa stomped through 
Tokyo. Th1s band has constant I} 
progressed musically and released 
albums since the late 60s. Black 
Sabbath dropped the bomb with 
"Time Machine" from the Wayne's 
World soundtrack. The crowd as 
pumped up. They also played 
"Paranoid," "The Wizard," and 
new songs like "Psycho phobia," 
off of the current Cross Purposes 
LP. The crowd kept begging for 
encores of the ultimate "Iron Man" 
and "Sabbath Bloody Sabbath." 
The band linally bowed to the 
crowd, thanking them for30years 
of support. The night displayed 
the origin, continuation, and future 
of heavy metal. 
Fairmount 
O Bar and Grill 0 
Friday Night 
is Ladies Night 
Wednesday Night 
is College ID Night 
with $4 Pitchers with $1 Drinks All Night 
Sunday Night 
a D.J. will play requests and 
Oldies but Goodies 50's-60's-70's Music from 8pm to 2am 
Appetizers from 8pm to l2am 
$1.50 Lite Drafts, Well Liquors, House Wine $1.50 
Trivia Contests 
12447 Cedar Road • Cleveland Hts, Ohto 44106 216/932-4333 
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Volunteers provide stability, 
love at Providence House 
Jennifer Krebs 
Assistant Features Edr~ 
When a student graduates from 
college, it does not necessarily 
mean that he or she is going to 
jump right into the work force. 
Graduate school may be ahead or 
there may be a period of refueling 
in which a graduate can travel or 
do some volunteering. 
Volunteer work is very re-
warding in that you arc giving 
yourself to those in need. Its chal-
lenging nature provides an excel-
lent way to get back in touch with 
yourself. 
Most imporrantly, 
burp children. They arc nurturers. 
who help to build a much needed 
sense of self-esteem in the abused, 
abandoned, and neglected children 
who stay at the house. 
As it is especially necessary 
for at risk children, volunteers help 
to show that every child there is 
special, lovable, and deserving of 
respect. 
Volunteers work to establ ish 
trust with the young children 
through the many activities that 
they do together. They lift the 
children onto swings, chase balls. 
play circle games, sing, cut and 
PrO\ 1dencc House you must he at 
least 21 year~ old. Many younger 
students at John Carroll have ex-
pressed interest Ill volunteenng 
and have been discouraged by the 
age requirement. Th1s require-
ment is state- mandated. The rea-
soning behind this is that the ex-
treme emotional committment 
required is handled better by a 
mature young adult. 
There is an interviewing pro-
cess and an application that must 
be completed. A careful selection 
ensures that the volunteers are the 
kind of people that will truly aid in 
the caring of children who 
volunteering can also 
provide you with the ex-
perience that might help 
you land your first job. 
The goal at Providence House 
arc in such a delicate po-
SitiOn. 
is not to baby-sit, but to 
challenge the children's 
Providence House 
ask\ for a nununum scr-
' 1cc of 4 hours twice a If you arc thinking 
about volunteer work. 
then Pro\'idcncc House 
is a place to consider. 
Providence House is 
an emergency shelter for 
children whose parents 
motor, sensory, creative, and 
interpersonal skills. 
month, gcncrJII) every 
other \\Cck. It volumccrs 
want to ~urpas~ this 
minJOlllm requirement. 
there is no limitation to 
are addicted to drugs. The chi ldrcn 
are allowed to stay in this safe 
haven for up to sixty days. 
Providence House was founded 
in Apnl of 1981 by Sister Hope 
Greener of the congregation of St. 
Joseph. Il is located on the west 
sideofCicvcland in the Ohio Sav-
ings Children's Village. 
Volunteers at Providence 
House know that working in a 
house filled with up to 27 new-
borns tbrough nv ear-oldl. .. 
be extremely taxing. 
I t is a common misconception 
that the activity in the house limits 
itself to simply rocking babies. 
That is certainly one of the ser-
vices provided, but there is much 
more involved. 
Volunteers arc more than just 
extra hands to feed, bathe, and 
paste. and explore a variet) of 
other activities and pastimes 
popular with young children. 
"The goal at Providence House 
is not to baby-sit, but to challenge 
the children's motor, sensory, 
creative, and interpersonal skills," 
said Beth Quinn, volunteer coor-
dinator for Providence House. 
The volunteers work side-by-
side with the paid staff. each 
bringing something unique to 
wilh the children. ey add 
a measure of depth to the children· s 
experience by showing them how 
adults can work cooperatively and 
with a loving spirit. 
Unfortunately, many of the 
children have not previously had 
the chance to develop that sense of 
love with an adult. 
To become a volunteer at 
the scr' rcc they can offer. 
More important then the quantity. 
though. is the quality of time that 
volunteers spend with the chil-
dren. 
Providence !louse wants vol-
unteering to be mutually benefi-
cial. Several vorunteers have ex-
pressed that their experience was 
enlightening, especially consid-
ering the atmosphere at Providence 
House and the needs of the chil -
dren 
you have 
not share some with the children 
of Providence? What you will get 
in return may be the immense 
satisfaction that can come only 
from selfless giving. 
Editor's Note- If you are inter-
ested in being a ~·olunteer at 
Providence House. please contact 
Beth Quinn at 651..-5982. 
question of the week: "What is your favorite cold 
remedy?" 
Brian Gainer 
Sophomore 
'The Kind-a-saurus." 
Michele Cantamessa 
Senior 
"1 /2 lb. bag of M&M's." 
Jim Taylor 
Freshman 
'The Eradictor." 
Tiffany Dobbins 
Sophomore 
"A vacation in the 
Bahamas away from JCU." 
"Grandma's chicken soup 
with lemon." 
Bronson Meola 
Freshman 
'Techno Bowl and Raamen 
noodles." 
rbt- bv ~,. .. .,.,. 
The o.fficial John Carroll travel agent! 
tome 
AN AGENCY FOR TRAVEL 
24100 CHAGRIN BOULEVARD 
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44122 
Phone:(216) 83 1-2772 
Fax:(216) 83 1-4590 
or call Toll Free: l-800-878-2410 
Make your reservations now for 
Spring Break 
For your convenience we will 
deliver your tickets to you free I 
11\0MDAY MIGHT MA.DMIII WITH Kit. Til DILLOM 
8:00pm ttl 11 :OOpm 
$1 DRAFTS 12 oz. $2 16oz. ICE 
15¢ WINGS $1 PIZZA SLICES 
21 & OVER I.D.'S REQUIRED 
TWO FOR OMI TUIIDA.YI 
BUY ONE PIZZA GET A 2ND PIZZA 
f-
(TAI<E-OUT ONLY- NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER) 
EXPIRES 3/31/94 
T/t.KE lO% OFF LUNCH WITH THJI AD 
11 :OOam - 2:00pm EXPIRES 2/28/94 
(NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER) 
HA-PPY HOUR 
MONDAY- FRIDAY 3:0D-7:00pm 
SATURDAY 12:00-7:00pm 
REDUCED BAR PRICES 
DAILY APPETIZERS SPECIALS 
20MW NOHT/11':\UI\ HOUII V:WI> 
321-7272 
Any seniors-
who are 
interested in 
helping to plan 
Baccalaureate 
Mass 
should contact 
Ca1npus Ministry 
by March 5th. 
397-4721 
7 
-. 
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Future of public serviceatJCU 
Nathalie Lac_oJ.It\m..._ __ 
Profiles Editor 
Two years ago, there was a 
need to coordinate the community 
service on the John Carroll Uni 
versi ty campus, so members of the 
faculty met and created a posit1on 
and decided on the background 
that would be necessary for the 
individual who would be the com-
munity scrv1ce director. JCU's 
answer was Dr. Mark Falbo. 
Falbo, whoreceivedhisB.A.m 
Religious Studies from Manhat 
wnvillc UnivcrJ>ity and his MJ:..D 
and Phd from Boston College, 
came to JCU 10 the fall of '92 with 
hb w1fe. Kathleen Haac;e-Falbo 
and his children, Jcnni and Josh. 
as a technical adv1sor and 
supporter for the students In-
volved. He also organizes onen-
talions to prepare students for their 
service. 
Another important aspect of 
Falbo's job is finding outSide 
funding 
sources for the 
many service 
projects on 
campus that 
can tum out to 
be very costly. 
Falbo said. 
"The cost of 
runn1ng pro-
grams is one 
of my major 
co ncerns. 
Hov. do we 
sustain these 
projects with-
out driving up 
the tuition?" 
f-albo 
nities that w1ll catch students' in-
terest is another aspect of Falbo's 
job. Also, many community ser-
vice opportunities aren't always 
equipped for students. Some ser-
vice organizations may need a 
volunteer for 15 hours a week, and 
their schedules w1th a volun-
teer program that interests them. 
Falbo helped create a brochure 
like this in the fall of '93, but it 
didn't have job descriptions in 
it and according to Falbo, the 
information can become dated. 
A future 
plan Falbohas 
is to create a 
data base 
where stu-
dents can 
search 
through ser-
vice opportu-
nities and 
connect them 
to the organi-
t.ation that 
they would 
hke to work 
for. With the 
Falbo believes that at a Jesuit 
university. community service 
should be an important aspect of 
student life. According to Falho. 
"Father Lavelle said in hiS inau 
gural speech that one of his three 
mam goals for JCU was to inte-
grate community serv1ce into the 
academic life of students." 
JoOkS tO pri- COUR:>> of M.ark Fall'<• 
current sys-
tem, students 
call around in 
search of ser-
vice positions. 
Falbo's job is basically one of 
organi1ing the service that JCU 
-.tudcnts arc involved in. He has 
hsts of people that arc interested in 
community service. consolidates 
that list, and directs students to 
organitations such as Project Gold 
and Campus Ministry. 
With Project Gold, Falbo acts 
vate founda- Falbo and JCU students vol~nteer in St. Louis 
tlOOS, the gov-
ernment. or organization!> such as that can be impossible for many 
the Ohio Campus Compact ror students due to their hectic sched-
funds to support projects such as ules. 
Christmas in April, which is a Falbo plans tCI create another 
project that takes students to brochure on community service 
neighborhoods and houses that opportunities in the area that will 
arc in need of repair. give better job descriptions to 
Developing service opportu- students so they can coordinate 
• rt 
Now Hiring 
Service Staff 
Please apply in person 
LaPlace Center 
2101 Richmond 
Beachwood, Ohio 44122 
464-6333 
and this can 
result in some dead ends. 
"There is an obstacle of 'cut-
tingthedeal' with students. The 
more we wait in hooking the 
students into programs, the 
morewediscouragcthcm," said 
Falbo. 
Altllough Falbo sees tllis 
plan as a few years in the future, 
he is hopi ng to have the Cleve-
land Free Net working to de-
velop a system tllat would have 
all dorms equipped with data 
bases that would allow students 
to search for their specific ser-
vice interests, which would 
eliminate a lot of wasted lime. 
Falbo believes that students 
at JCU are genuinely interested 
in providing service to the 
community. "JCU students 
come from backgrounds where 
service is an important part of 
their lives. Also, we have so 
many people on lists who are 
interested in service that we 
have to expand the opportuni-
ties." 
According to Falbo, pro-
grams on campus such as 
Project Gold and the Friend-
ship Unlimited Network have 
achieved great success. The 
Friendship Unlimited Network 
is a community program in 
which students help young 
people with mental 
reatardalion, and it is now ex-
panding so that JCU students 
can work through the Jewish 
Family Services to help adults 
who have mental retardation. 
· This summer Falbo plans to 
meet with other community 
service leaders from various 
Jesuit universities to discuss the 
future of service projects as well 
as how well they have been 
doing. He believes that it will 
give him a chance to evaluate 
the success rate of the commu-
nity service department at JCU. 
However, the many people 
that JCU students have helped 
by their efforts and lime know 
that the community service 
department of JCU is a success. 
Spotlight 
Name: Kate Crotty 
Year: Sophomore 
Hometown: Buffalo, NY 
Family: Parents, 4 brothers, 
2 sisters 
Interests: Singing in tile 
shower, writing in a journal, 
babysitting, watchingAllMy 
Children andDisney Movies 
01'1~ 
voices, when guys are 
touchy-feely , hairballs in the 
shower, tapered jeans above 
high tops, nude pantyhose, 
and when girls wear pumps 
to class 
Hero: "I've always really 
liked Wonder Woman." 
Favorite movie: The Pride 
of the Yankees· The Lou 
Gehrig Story 
Favorite book: Animal 
Dreams, by Barbara King-
salver 
Favorite food: Pizza 
Favorite animal: Dogs 
Favorite band: The Cran-
berries 
Best vacation spot: Ft. 
Lauderdale 
Best movie quote: ''I' d 
rather have 30 minutes of 
wonderful than a lifetime of 
nothing special." from Steel 
Magnolias 
Biggest setback: "When I 
started smoking." 
Best thing about college: 
''1be bands at Mooney's." 
Someoneyou'dlike to meet: 
Robin Williams 
Best bang-out: Mulligan's 
Brick Bar 
First job: A caterer 
Something people don' t 
know about me: "I love 
Patsy Cline." 
Motto: "Keep your shoul-
ders back and your head 
high." 
Compiled by Nllhllie J.¥outore 
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Serbs ruled in contpliance • •• 
No air strikes in Sarajevo 'at this time' 
Michael Ross 
!:'1994. Los Angeles Times 
WASHINGTON - The White 
House said Sunday that Bosnian 
Serbs had effectively complied 
with NATO's ultimatum to lift the 
siege of Sarajevo and that no allied 
air strikes were necessary "at this 
time." 
Shortly after the deadline of I 
a.m. Monday Sarajevo time (7 p.m. 
Sunday EST) for Serbian compli-
ance had passed, Clinton received 
word from NATO Secretary-Gen-
eral Manfred Woerner that all but 
a handful of the Serbian guns sur-
rounding the Bosnian capital had 
either been withdrawn or surren-
dered to U.N. control. 
The "small handful" of Serbian 
weapons not under U.N. control 
as the deadline passed - said to 
number no more than nine arullery 
sites - were expected to be sur-
rendered within hours, White 
House officials said, adding that 
snowbound roads and "abysmal" 
weather conditions had delayed 
the arrival of U.N. forces at those 
sites. 
"All known heavy weapons 
have either been withdrawn from 
the exclusion zone (around 
Sarajevo), are under the control of 
the United Nations or soon should 
be," National Security Adviser 
Anthony Lake told reporters 
shonly aflerCitnton had conferred 
'"ith Woerner. 
'Therefore," he added. " the 
U.N. and NATO commanders 
have concluded that no air strikes 
arc necessary at this time." 
But Lake and other senior of-
licials reiterated Clinton's warn-
ing from earlier in the day that 
"the deadline still stands," with 
the threat of NATO air strikes 
remaining open-ended if the 
shelling of Sarajevo is resumed, 
orifany weapons are found within 
the exclusion 7onc that the North 
AtlantiC Treaty Organi1ation has 
established Within a 12-mile ra-
dius of the besieged and battered 
Bosnian capital 
"This dec1sion stand .... In the 
future. any weapons that are found 
10 the excluc;ion 7onc will he 
subject to NATOairattacks," Lake 
said. 
But after a weekend of steadily 
mounting tensions, Defense Sec 
rctary William J. Perry and other 
senior officia ls monitoring 
preparations for the air 'itri kes from 
a NATO base in Italy informed 
Clinton that the Serbs were finally 
"making serious efforts" to comply 
with the ultimatum issued by the alii~ 
after a mortar shell killed 68 poople in 
a SaraJevo marketplace Feb. 5 
the allies resolve that ultimately 
forced the Serhs to comply with 
the Western demands. 
U N offk1als 1n Sarajevo have 
for several days been confidently 
predicting that the Serbs would 
comply w1th the ultimatum. but 
U.S officials remamed far more 
cautious even c;kcptical - in their 
assessments until the end. 
In theN arne of Free Trade 
The officials said that as the 
deadline neared. Clinton conferred 
with Russ•an Pres1dent Bon' N 
Yeltsin for more than 20 nHnute~ 
by telephone and thanked him for 
Rus.c;ia's role m helping to persuade 
the Serbs to lift the siege of Sarajevo. 
On Sunday, however, as re-
ponscoming into the White House 
<.lescnbcd what U.S officials 
called a "hectic" Serbian effon to 
comply with the ultimatum, the 
pcs..,lllllsm dissolved mto more 
optun1st1c asse..,sments, and by 
carlycvcmngthemood::uthc Wh1te 
House was doc1dedly upbeat 
Lake ~'\1d the Serbs surrendered 
.1bout 1 SO heavy weapons at 13 
UN collection rx1ints Sunda}. 
hnngmgthc total numhcrofSerh1an 
guns under U.N control at the 
collection s1tcs to 2SO. The more 
lightly am1ed Bosman government 
lon;es had turned mahout '50 heavy 
weapons, he added. 
Kevin Bachman 
Assistant World View Editor 
Although Japanese negotiators 
refuse to set numerical targets to 
aid the increase of American goods 
bought or consumed inJapan,they 
w ill continue to support the use of 
econollUc statistics to monitor the 
progress of Japan's expanding 
markets to American exports. 
If the United States goes ahead 
with threatened trade sanctions 
against the Japanese, it will have 
little effect on American custom-
ers and businesses. the U.S. Trade 
RepreseJ).tali vc. Micke K..ulL 
in an interview with U A 
Today. 
While the U.S. may not impose 
trade sanctions or raise tarrifs on 
all Japanese products 1mponcd 
into the U nitcd States. the proposal 
is being carefully scrutini;cd by 
the government. Japan supposedly 
broke an agreement to mca<;ure 
economically, the admittance of 
goods into key Japanese markets 
and their progress Japnn also al-
legedly violated an agreement with 
the U.S. prcvcnti ng M otorola from 
competing with the Japanese eel 
lular-telcphone producers in the 
key Tokyo market. 
The United States imported 
$580.5 billion dollar~ of goodll 
whileexponin $464.H b1llion dol-
lars leading to the largest trade 
deficit in 5 years. The United States 
cxponedonly $47.9 tullion dolla~ 
in goods to the Japanese while 
importing $107.2 b1llion dollars 
in goods from them. Automobiles 
and automobile parts continue to 
be the goods Americans import 
most. 
The largest American exports 
to Japan are aircraft and related 
goods, lumber products, meat, 
computers and computer compo-
nents, office machine parts, fish, 
tobacco, and prec iSIOn 
instrumcnts.Aiong with automo-
biles and auto products, top im-
ports from Japan are computers 
and computer components, tele-
commumcations equipment, of-
fice machine pans, mternal com-
bustion engines, electrical ma-
chinery, toys and sportmg goods. 
and sound and video recorders. 
Although the Japanese unfa-
vorable trade barriers present a 
serious economic problem to 
American corporations, many 
experts doubt that either side will 
respond to actions severe enough 
to provoke a full scale world. A 
war will not only devestate the 
economy of both countries, but 
will affect the econollUes of coun-
tries worldwide that deal both with 
the United States and Japan. 
The Clinton Administration's 
goal is to be 1he world leader in 
1 olhe m 
world trade. A s trade expands 
throughout the globe. America is 
at the forefront of opening new 
markets for our vast array of goods 
and services. Japan, however is 
resisting to opening their own bar-
ners. using governmental regula-
tions and quotas to restrict the 
amount of imports that aim to take 
away market share. 
Another problem in the trade 
deficit with Japan is the relation-
ship between the dollar and the 
yen. As the dollar becomes 
stronger, exports will cost more 
overseas. As the yen becomes 
weaker. exports overseas will cost 
less. 
Business executives nation-
wide have hailed Pres1dent Clinton 
for standing up to Japan. 
Sanctions or tarrifs may be in-
stituted at the General Agreement 
on Tarrif and T rade(GA TI).The 
United States proposal of a trade 
treaty is a mix of governmental 
involvement and deregulation, 
especially in the automobile and 
cellular- telephone industry. 
One of the recurring themes in 
the Clinton AdllUnistration is free 
trade. T he hostilities of the Japa-
nese trade officials to work not 
only with American but European 
and A sian economic leaders hurts 
not only the consumers, but busi-
nesses that would be exposed to 
new markets, creating lower prices 
and ultimately, a better product. 
For example, Rochester based 
Kodak controls more than SOper-
cent of the color-film market 
worldwide, controls less than 10% 
of the color -fi lm market in 
Japan.The lack of exposure to the 
Japanese market will probably 
cost the corporation $1 bi Ilion this 
year. 
The leverage from President 
Clinton in the trade talks and the 
GAIT talks in the future might 
prove invaluabe to businesses and 
corporations wo.ldwide, 111 the 
name of free trade. 
ft 
But claiming credit rorthe lirst 
tangible success of a pohcy that 
has llotindered for most of the past 
year- with Clinton under mount 
ing criticism from Democrats and 
Republicans for ignonng the 
Bosnian crisis-Administration 
officials also insisted that it was 
The CN: 
Try us, you'll 
like us. 
RaiobowBabies and ChildrensHospital 
and 
Make-A-Wish Foundation ® of Northeast Ohio 
"Wllen You Put Your Heart In It ... " 
What's in it for. you?- Couples Competition 
A Mystery Prize will be 
awarded to the couple who 
raises the most money 
beyond the $50 registration fee 
Suggestions to raise money: 
Sponsors from Departments, Organizations, Friends, Families, 
Hall Councils, and Basically anyone willing to donate! 
Please contact Sheila (397-2814) or 
Pat (397 -5573) if you have any questions 
10 SPORTS 
Swimmers capture 
OAC ChampiOnship 
Jamie Auricchio 
51oft Reporter 
10: they didn't win every event, 
hkc Lenhart thought they could. 
They didn't send one swimmer to 
nationals, like Lenhart thought 
they could. They didn't break as 
many records as Lenhart thought 
they would. 
But Lhey won ... again 
The victory was tempered by 
other disappointments. 
relay found 
himself dis-
qualified and 
out of contcn-
uon for finals 
on Friday 
night. 
"Imagine 
what the 
score would 
have been 
like if we had 
a better 
The Carroll News, February 24, 1994 
Saes.yZtto:< 
Two days after the Ohto Ath-
leuc ConferenceSwimming and 
Dtving Championshipsendcd,the 
scoreboard still c;tands in the 
Johnson Natatorium. The card-
board numbers are just barely 
hanging. They were soaked when 
John Carroll began its celebration 
of a fifth straight conference 
championship Saturday night by 
throWing anyone remotely mvolvcd 
with the team in the diving well. 
Jim Petkunas' 200 yard ny, in 
which he missed breaking his own 
record by one onehundreth of a 
second. week," 
Montalbano 
Diver Lisa Lombardi captured the 3 meter championship. 
On the top. the women's scores, 
on the boHom Lhe men\. Both 
scores are in the 600's; the closest 
competition in Lhe 400's. 
"I wanted three hundred," Matt 
Lenhart says. The Carroll coach 
has spent Lhe last 48 hours clean-
ing up after Lhe event, and perhaps 
on purpose, has left Lhe scoreboard 
out. "I wanted to beat Lhem by 300 
points, but I'll take 200," he ex-
plruns. 
The Carroll team didn't ac 
complish everything they wanted 
Eric Rapp's I 00 yard back 
which he led all but the last lap. 
when Baldwin -Wallace's Jay 
Hofstatter touched him out by four 
tenths of a second. 
Maria Montalbano's 50 free in 
which she missed national cuts by 
less Lhan four tenths of a second. 
Junior Ashley Maurer who has 
never lost an event at the meet, 
came away without a single win 
Lhis year. 
Matt Olver who was seeded 
first in the 400 individual medley 
said on Saturday night. 
"300 would have looked bet-
ter," Lenhart has begun cleaning 
up the scorers' table but he still 
stays clear of the scoreboard. 
Winning wasn'tthat bad for Lhe 
Blue Streaks. Despite the disap-
pointments, the men's team laid 
claim to the top five individual 
scoring positions. 
Petkunas and freshman Jeff 
Juergens earned Swimmer of Lhe 
Meet honors and Matt Lenhart 
took home another Coach of the 
Year award. 
The women's team broke five 
new school records, the men reset two. 
"We weren't disappointed. We 
won the meet, that's what we 
wanted to do," said Jeff Valade. 
More than 75 percent of both 
the men's and women's teams 
earned Ali-OAC honors, placing 
in the top six of their events. The 
men have won the conference five 
years in a row. The women, going 
back to the school's President 
Athletic Conference days, own 
nine in a row. 
Thursday night Lenhart told his 
team. "Some day, maybe, this 
won't be our weekend-but not this 
year." On Friday night the seniors 
of each school were honored. 
Baldwin-Wallace, Carroll's clos-
est competition, sent six seniors to 
the podium, Carroll sent rwo. 
Not this year, maybe not for 
awhile. 
Lady cagers defeat Hiram in tourney's opening round 
Randolph G. Loeser 
S1off Reporter 
They say its tough to beat a 
team three times in one season, 
and for a half it looked like it 
might come true as Lhc John Car 
as a key component. Stacey Mullally tallying 8 points 
and 4 rebounds. 
looks ahead at playing Capital in 
the finals. Since they beat us twice, 
we know they will be a little 
confident," said Allen. 
,_..-~""!-- I'Oal womeu bukelball1eam de-
feated Htram College 78-59 on 
Tuesday. 
close, pulling within 4 points with 
sixteen minutes to play. But Jun-
ior Guard Darlene Sheehan and 
Senior Forward Cindy Shumaker 
paced the Streaks down the stretch. 
Sheehan had 20 points and 6 re-
bounds while Shumaker threw in 
I 9 points and naa a game nign I~ 
rebounds. Head Coach Roxanne 
Allen credits Lhe two's leadership 
"Darlene and Cindy did what 
was needed to be done with Lhe 
game on the line .. They not only 
make Lhings happen for them-
selves, but they make things happen 
for the rest of the team," said Allen. 
AIMn ~nf~T>l~~ etl wlttr 
the play off the bench, with Kathy 
Frickman scoring 7 points and 
With the Carroll victory, Lhe 
Streaks travel to Mount Union for 
the OAC semi-finals tonight at 
7:30. This time, Mount Union is 
in the position of trying to beat the 
treaks forthethird timeseason. ADen 
hopes to use this to her advantage. 
The John Carroll victory ties 
a school record for most wins in a 
season with 20. A win tonight 
would put the Streaks in the OAC 
championship for the first time in 
school history. 
-
The Terriers kept the game "We arc hoping that Mount 
ni Board and Leadershi 
'file ;\ltJlll Invites P Coll.llcq 
All JCU Students 
To meet with the board on March 5, 1994, at 
1:30 p.m. in Room AD 226 to discuss: 
"Ways to improve John Carroll University" 
If you have an idea on how to improve John Carroll University, 
save money, increase student participation or undergraduate 
spirit, the Board and Leadership Council would like to hear 
from you. This is not a "gripe" session· but an earnest endeavor 
to improve the university. 
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"FEBRUARY DA YJ" 
ACROSS 
1 Arrived 
s S~ldent 
9 Supervisor 
13 Trick taker? 
14 Underwater radar 
15 Athena 
16 Februaty 2nd founally 
19 Legume 
20 Baseball team 
21 Wrenches 
22 Offtelal records 
23 Royal Naval Air Svc. 
24 An Indian Iabrie 
27 Uterus 
28 Big E1glt employee 
31 '\.lttle M ermaJd" 
32 Sell-addressed 
stamped env 
33 Buddies 
34 Febroaty 14th 
37 Stalemates 
38 Memorandum 
39 Mockery 
-40 Sun. talk 
41 Fusses 
42 Swift? 
43 Vegas machine 
44 Tiny bit 
45 The Friendly Ghost 
48 Aroma 
49 Conjli1Ctlon 
52 February 15th 
55 Met's home 
56 Author zaa 
57 Occasbl 
58 Denomination 
59 Hamlet, eg 
60Slm'llefSfnParls 
DOWN 
1 Bivouac 
2 4840 square yanls 
3 Comes before phone or 
bucks 
4 S1ray 
5 Actress Reed 
6 lndUSirial Eng. 
7 Nope! 
8 Male B<lllts 
9 Basebal need 
10 A GM staple 
11 Usher 
12 Expresses 
14 Legal actlons 
17 AvaJable fOf duty:2 wds 
18 Seae 
22 Reglons 
23 Mr. Greer 
24 Tall poles 
25 Bancleader Shaw 
26 Gceg louganls, eg 
27 Units c:A electric power 
28 Nucleus at trained 
41 On the sheltered side 
42 To make amends 
43 Non-fat eater 
44 Fred Astalre's sister 
45 Swear 
46 Arthl.l' cl tennis fame 
4 7 Blueprint 
48 Scandmvtan god of war 
49 Mine opening 
50 Appellation 
51 Plgmems 
53 __ ramblin' wreck 
54 Jearv~e D'arc. eg 
~& r.r.~~-r.~~~8~A~1 =T 
29 Put " I • E 
30 Not 
32 Snob--
33 Sacred song 
35 Approved 
36 Elbow grease 
FINVILLE 
MARK RAKO<Y 
Next time a teacher calls on you 
and you don't know the answer, 
feel free to use one of these: 
·-----
• I survived kelt fest. 
• I work at a derrigible 
factory. 
• I have the strength of 1 0 
salamanders. 
• I blacked out and that's 
~~ 
11 
• 
©1992. ALL RI~HTS 
RESERVED ~FR 
ASSO(IATEI 
THE BADDD COMIK JIM BEAM 
A L 6 S T H.£ 8ArruD eo,..," ¥ .. 6..Sl,v1S /">J&. ,.,p 10 St<ONS tov , ... vs n . ..-r ""'"nl"'' 
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CLASSIFIED I 
Coventry-1-2 bedroom. Ceiling 
fans, carpet/hard wood floors, 
appliances, laundry facilities. 
Heal included. Must see. 
321-1626. 
Cedar-Miramar-1-2 bedroom. 
Ceilingfans, mini-blinds,a/c,hcal, 
fully carpeted, laundry facilities. 
garage available. Must see. 
691-0966. 
Greek & Clubs-Earn $50-$250 
for yourself plus up to $500 for 
your club! This fundraiser costs 
nothing and lasts one week. Call 
now and receive a free gift. 
1-800-932-0528 ext.65. 
JM- Some days are diamonds ... 
For Sale- matching washer and 
dryer set for sale by graduating 
seniors. Call 321-3878 for more 
information. 
Earn Money-typing at home up 
lo $500 a week possible. FREE 
24 hour recorded message. ( 414) 
832-8323 # J 04. 
Write for the Business Section-
If you would like to write for the 
business section, contact Joanne 
or Mike in the Carroll News 
office. 
Thanks for a great birthday 
everyone! Lets do it again next 
weekend. I still have left over 
cake ... take some. 
"'~ WRITING I , .\ 
VDRAWINGA 
~_t.OMIC STRIP OF 
·~ YOUROWN1 
CONTACT MARK AT THE 
CARROLL NEWS r!!J 
(i) fou SUI>Ot>Jt.y ttt.ALI.(. 'Ttiiii"T 'It'll -U'- fl'-1 I ~Tf\A "f ~ •• .., IAI )t)u-. ttooM. 
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Streaks of the Week Men·s basketball team 
crowned OAC champs 
Jim Petkunas 
The junior swimmer 
won all seven of the 
events he entered 
last weekend during 
the Ohio Athletic 
Conference 
Championships. He 
shared Swimmer of 
the Meet honors with 
teammate Jeff 
Juergens. 
Roslyn Valentino 
The sophomore 
swimmer was part of 
the Ohio Athletic 
Conference 
Champion 200 and 
400 yard medley 
relay teams and was 
crowned individual 
champion of the 1 00 
and 200 yard breast 
stroke. 
Colleen Creamer 
Sports Editor 
After suffering their worst de-
feat of the season last Wedncsda~ 
to He1delberg (I 15-90). John 
Carrol l's men's basketball team 
rebounded by dcfcaung Capital 82-
66 to clinch the Ohio Athletic Con-
ferenccregularsea'iOnchampionship. 
During the first half of the 
game, it seemed as though the 
Streaks would walk away w ith an 
easy victof) . But after trailing by 
13 at the half, Capital cut John 
Carroll's lead to six with just over 
eight mmutes remaining in the 
game. However, Carroll was not 
be denied and went on a 13-5 run 
to put the game out of reach. 
Junior Shannon Vickers de-
scribed the attitude of the team; 
"We showed patience on offense 
and moved the ball around and we 
out-rebounded them." 
Sophomore guard Bronson 
Cudgel led the Streaks with 22 
points while senior Kevin Neitzel 
matched h1s career high with 15 
rebounds. 
SeniOr John Bufford. \\ ho has 
ncen consistent all season. con 
tributed 18 points to the effort and 
as a result, moved into 14 place on 
the OAC all-time scoring list. He 
now has 1.844 career points. 
With the victor}. the Streaks 
became the number one seed in 
the Ohio Athletic Conference 
Tournament, thus gai ning home 
court advantage for their first 
game of the tournament. 
For some. the home court may 
not be too much of an advantage. 
But fortheStreaks, the home court 
is a place they play well as they 
have yet to lose in the Carroll 
Gym this season. 
They received a bye for the 
first round of competition and 
hosted Mount Union last night. 
With a victory over the Raiders, 
Carroll would make their second 
straight trip to Canton to partici-
pate in the final rounds of the 
tournament 
Th1s year\ men's team has rcr-
tamlv exceeded all exfk:Ciauom •. In 
the preseason. the cuachcs rJtcd the 
Streak~ the founh ~'lest team in the 
OAC whi le the media put them at 
third. 
Junit>r Oa\ld T ucker dcscibes 
his feelings on the teams nc\\ • 
found success. "We were not even 
considered contenders my fresh-
man year. It feels good going 
from worst to first." 
Much of the teams success is 
due to the dedication and hard 
work put forth by the players. 
However, the relativel y new 
coaching staff cannot be over-
looked. Head Coach Mike Moran 
has guided the team to the top spot 
in the conference in only his sec-
ond year at the helm. 
lf the team makes it to Canton a 
bus will be available to the students 
who are interested in attending. For 
more information contact John 
DiCillo. 
Wrestlers go down to the wire with Find Ia 
Matt Durbin 
Stoff Reporter 
If the quote printed on last 
Friday's wrestling match against 
Findlay "In order to be the best, 
one must beat the best" is true, 
John Carroll's grapplers are but a 
step away from greafne , b.s 
demonstrated by their well fought, 
respectable loss to the #2 ranked 
NAJA team in the nation. 
Sidelined by a key injury to 
190 pound senior Sean Pellerite 
and tough losses at the 150 and 
158 weight class, the matmen 
proved nontheless resiliantagainst 
the highly touted Oilers, leading 
15-12 entering the final two bouts 
of the evening. However, 
Findlay's experience and size 
prevailed over the inexperienced 
and outsized Jimmie L ake and 
John McGuire, as their 
upperwights garnered a decision 
and a pin to secure the match. 
focused and aggressive, some-
times too agressive." 
Indeed, over aggression proved 
to be a stumbling point for the 
Streaks as best evidenced by senior 
Chris Connelly's heartbreaking 
overtime loss to pernnial nemesis 
Ron Lucy. Connelly and Lucy 
have battled back and fonh over 
the course of their careers, and 
Friday's match proved to be no 
different, tied 4-4 at the end of 
regulation. As the match entered 
the second minute of the two 
minute sudden death overtime 
period, Connelly began to press 
for the takedown and as a result 
began to wrestle out of his style, 
enabling Lucy to counter his shot 
for the match winning takedown. 
Volkmann was also pleased 
with the way the wrestlers "came 
out of the blocks" as Matt Colucci 
(# 126), Scott Eisenmann (# 134), 
and Chad Connelly(# 142) all won 
handily before Jason K essen 
dropped a hard fought decision to 
Findlay' best wrestler, Kyle Mayse, 
"Mayse is a kid that could win 
the national tournament, and Jason 
has had some battles with him," 
said Volkmann of his standout 150 
pounder. 
The ninth ranked grapplers face 
their sternest test this Saturday at 
the Ohio Athletic Conference 
Tournament at H eide lberg. 
However, by virtue of their 6-0 
record in the conference duals, 
John Carroll will be favored and 
will likely have the top two seeds 
inChrisConnellyandKessen. The 
tournament is the qualifier for the 
Division ill National Championships. 
"Overall I think the kids did a 
nice job for us," said head coach 
Kerry Volkmann. "We were very 
Nevertheless, Volkmann re-
mained supportive of his only re-
turning AU-American. "Chris is 
doing some of the best wrestling 
of his career in the last three to 
fOL¥" weeks. For eight and a half 
minutes [against Lucy] he wrestled 
a really fine match." 
"1 expect it to be a very close 
conferencemeet,"saidVolkmann. 
"If we come out of the blocks like 
we did against Findlay we'll beo.k .. " 
Sophomore Jason Kessen 
Nominations for Beaudry Award 
John Carroll University is seeking nominations for the Beaudry Award, given to a 
graduating senior who has been voted by the senior class as most deserving of this 
nonor. The award is presented at Commencement exercises in May. 
The Beaudry Award reco~zes outstanding service in the following areas: 
leadership, academic achievement, service to the University and for civic 
community, and Christian Life. · 
Anyone in the University Community may submit a nomination. Complete the 
nomination form describing the nominee's achievements in each of the areas listed 
above. These forms are available in the Dean of Students, Student Union and 
Campus Ministry Offices . 
. Please be sure to add the description of the no1ninee's achievements. Return the 
form to the Office of the Dean of Students or the Office of Campus Ministry by 
March 4. 
. 
